Photon correlation spectroscopy with high-energy coherent x rays.
We performed x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy on a model suspension of colloidal particles using x rays of three different energies, namely, 8 keV, 13.5 keV, and 19 keV. The observed reduction in the degree of coherence with increasing x-ray energy, as measured by the contrast of the correlation functions, is consistent with theoretical estimates. We show that it is well possible and under certain circumstances even advantageous to perform experiments with coherent x rays at these higher energies. We argue that the reduced absorption may not only allow for thicker samples but also for longer acquisition times because of the reduced radiation damage, thus outweighing in many cases the effect of the reduced coherent flux. The use of higher energy x rays for photon correlation spectroscopy can therefore lead to a substantial increase in the signal-to-noise ratio and constitutes a promising option for future experiments on samples of polymeric or biological origin.